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Goop Hand Cleaners

For nearly 50 years, Goop has been 
he only name you need to know
in hand cleaners. It’s a name
that wholesalers and contractors
alike know and trust. Goop is
non-toxic and biodegradable.
Goop will remove almost
anything...from almost
everything. Use Goop to clean
the dirtiest, greasiest hands. Use
it for other tough cleaning jobs
as well, such as removing stains
from washable clothing, cleaning
vinyl, plastic, canvas, floor tile -
or whatever else gets dirty.

MARS NO. DESCRIPTION MARS PACK

93150 14 oz. can 12

93150

Orange Goop 
Hand Cleaners

For customers who want a fresh
orange scent in a tough, natural
liquid hand cleaner, get the
Orange Goop. There are no
harsh solvents - just natural
citrus. Available in regular or
pumice formula. Biodegradable,
too. Orange Goop...just 
another example of how we’re
giving today’s contractors what
they want.

MARS NO. DESCRIPTION MARS PACK

93157 14 oz. can 12
93160 16 oz. liquid squeeze bottle 12
93162 1/2 gallon orange pumice liquid w/ pump 6
93163 16 oz. liquid squeeze bottle w/ pumice 12

93157

93160

93162

93163

CRC Citrus Hand Cleaner

CRC Mechanix Orange™citrus hand 
cleaners are petroleum solvent
free, natural formulations that
effectively remove grease, oil,
grime, paint and inks safely and
quickly. The citrus based formula
is PH balanced, highly
concentrated and fortified with
aloe vera, and other conditioners
to help keep hands soft and
smooth. All this with the great
new scent of citrus. Fine pumice
is easy on your skin.

MARS NO. DESCRIPTION MARS PACK

93228 Mechanix Orange™, 16 oz. 12

93228

Scubs in-a-Bucket™

Scrubs in-a-Bucket™ provide fast, 
easy and effective hand cleaning
with portability. Can be used
anywhere, anyplace, anytime on
the toughest soils, greases, tar,
graphite...even printers ink. Each
dispensing canister contains 10
1/2” x 12 1/4” perforated high-
strength absorbant cleaning
towels, treated with a gentle-to-
the-skin but effective heavy duty
grease cutting and soil lifting
formulation. Pumice
performance, without the messy,
gritty pumice! Leaves skin lotion-
soft, with a natural citrus
fragrance. Contains germ fighting Triclosan. No rinsing, no drying, no
residue. Also ideal for cleaning tools, work in process and for spills.

MARS NO. DESCRIPTION MARS PACK CASE QTY.

93201 Scrubs in-a-Bucket™ (72 towels) 6 42
93203 Scrubs in-a-Bucket™ (30 towels) 6 72

93201




